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Court File No: CV-19-00630241-00CL  

ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(COMMERCIAL LIST) 

IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPANIES’ CREDITORS 

ARRANGEMENT ACT, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36, AS AMENDED 

AND IN THE MATTER OF A PLAN OF COMPROMISE OR 

ARRANGEMENT OF NORTH AMERICAN FUR PRODUCERS INC., 

NAFA PROPERTIES INC., 3306319 NOVA SCOTIA LIMITED, 

NORTH AMERICAN FUR AUCTIONS INC., NAFA PROPERTIES 

(US) INC., NAFA PROPERTIES STOUGHTON LLC, NORTH 

AMERICAN FUR AUCTIONS (US) INC., NAFPRO LLC 

(WISCONSIN LLC), NAFA EUROPE CO-OPERATIEF UA, NAFA 

EUROPE B.V., DAIKOKU SP.Z OO and NAFA POLSKA SP. Z OO 

Applicants 

SECOND REPORT OF THE MONITOR 

DATED NOVEMBER 27, 2019 

INTRODUCTION 

1. On October 31, 2019, North American Fur Producers Inc., NAFA Properties Inc. (“NAFA 

Properties”), 3306319 Nova Scotia Limited, North American Fur Auctions Inc., NAFA 

Properties (US) Inc., NAFA Properties Stoughton LLC, North American Fur Auctions 

(US) Inc., NAFPRO LLC (Wisconsin LLC), NAFA Europe Co-Operatief Ua, NAFA 

Europe B.V., Daikoku Sp.Z Oo and NAFA Polska Sp. Z Oo (the “Applicants”) 

commenced these CCAA Proceedings pursuant to the Initial Order.  For ease of reference 

and readability, capitalized terms not defined in this second report of the Monitor (the 

“Second Report”) are defined in the glossary attached as Appendix “A” to this Second 

Report. 
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2. Among other things, the Initial Order: 

(a) Granted a stay of proceedings until November 29, 2019 (the “Stay Period”);  

(b) Appointed Deloitte as Monitor of the Applicants;  

(c) Approved the DIP Financing provided by the DIP Lender and granted a DIP 

Charge against the Applicants’ Property as security for the DIP Financing;  

(d) Granted the Administration Charge against the Applicants’ Property to a maximum 

amount of $500,000; 

(e) Approved the KERP and granted the KERP Charge against the Applicants’ 

Property in the maximum amount of $150,000 as security for the amounts payable 

under the KERP; and 

(f) Granted the Directors’ Charge against the Applicants’ Property to a maximum of 

$1.0 million as security for the indemnity granted in favour of the Applicants’ 

officers and directors (“Directors”) pursuant to the Initial Order against obligations 

and liabilities that they may incur as directors or officers of the Applicants after the 

commencement of these CCAA Proceedings.  

3. On November 8, 2019, the Applicants obtained an Amended and Restated Initial Order. A 

copy of the Amended and Restated Initial Order is attached to this Second Report as 

Appendix “B”. 

4. The Applicants have brought a motion returnable on November 28, 2019 (the “Motion”) 

seeking Orders, among other things:  
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(a) Approving certain conditions for the marketing and sale of the Ground Leases (as 

defined below) as set out in the Order at Tab 6 of the Applicants’ Motion Record 

(the “Ground Leases Order”);  

(b) Approving a transaction (the “Carlingview Transaction”) between NAFA 

Properties and the Lange Group of Companies Ltd. (the “Purchaser”) for the 

purchase of the real property municipally known as 500 Carlingview Drive, 

Etobicoke, Ontario (the “Carlingview Property”) and the granting of an approval 

and vesting order (the “Approval and Vesting Order”) vesting the Carlingview 

Property in and to the Purchaser free and clear of all encumbrances on closing;  

(c) Granting certain relief aimed at addressing the return of consignor goods and other 

operational issues;  

(d) Approving the Pre-filing Report and the First Report and the conduct and activities 

of the Monitor described therein;  

(e) Authorizing the Applicants to enter into settlements of outstanding loan balances 

owing from farmers to the Applicants to a maximum of $1.0 million per settlement 

with the approval of the Monitor; and 

(f) Granting an extension of the Stay Period to and including January 31, 2020. 

5. Unless otherwise stated monetary amounts contained herein are expressed in U.S. dollars. 

PURPOSE 

6. The purpose of this Second Report is to provide the Court with the Monitor’s observations 

and recommendations on the relief sought by the Applicants in their Motion and to update 

the Court on the following items: 
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(a) The Monitor’s recent activities; 

(b) The Applicants’ actual receipts and disbursements for the two weeks ended 

November 15, 2019 (the “Reporting Period”), with comments comparing actual 

receipts and disbursements to the forecast amounts included in the First Report; 

(c) The Applicants’ revised cash flow, which has been prepared with the assistance of 

the Monitor, for the 13-week period ending February 14, 2020 (the “Revised 

Forecast”); 

(d) The Applicants’ retention of counsel for their Directors; 

(e) The Applicants’ progress on listing for sale various real properties in North 

America and Europe; 

(f) The status of the arrangement (the “Saga Arrangement”) with Saga Furs Oyj 

(“Saga”); and 

(g) An update on the professional fees paid by the Applicants during the Reporting 

Period. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

7. In preparing this Second Report and making the comments herein, the Monitor has been 

provided with, and has relied upon certain unaudited financial information, books, records 

and financial information prepared by the Applicants, discussions with and information 

from the Applicants’ management (“Management”) and other third-party sources 

(collectively, the “Information”).  Except as described in this Second Report in respect of 

the Revised Forecast:  
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(a) The Monitor has reviewed the Information for reasonableness, internal consistency 

and use in the context in which it was provided.  However, the Monitor has not 

audited or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness of such 

information in a manner that would wholly or partially comply with Generally 

Accepted Assurance Standards (“GAAS”) pursuant to the CPA Canada Handbook 

(the “CPA Handbook”) and, accordingly, the Monitor express no opinion or other 

form of assurance contemplated under GAAS in respect of the Information; and 

(b) Some of the information referred to in this Second Report consists of forecasts and 

projections.  An examination or review of the financial forecast and projections, as 

outlined in the CPA Handbook, has not been performed. 

8. Future oriented financial information referred to in this Second Report was prepared based 

on the Applicants’ estimates and assumptions.  Readers are cautioned that since projections 

are based upon assumptions about future events and conditions that are not ascertainable, 

the actual results will vary from the projections, even if the assumptions materialize and 

the variations could be significant. 

ACTIVITIES OF THE MONITOR SINCE THE DATE OF THE AMENDED AND 

RESTATED INITIAL ORDER 

General 

9. Since the date of the Amended and Restated Initial Order, the Monitor has undertaken the 

following activities: 

(a) Continued to monitor the Applicants’ receipts and disbursements;  

(b) Assisted the Applicants with the preparation of the Revised Forecast; 
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(c) Communicated with creditors and stakeholders (e.g. farmers, former employees, 

unsecured creditors), including the DIP Lender, the Agent, BDC, Saga and counsel 

to VAG, and assisted the Applicants in responding to requests for information and 

documents;  

(d) Consulted with the Agent in respect of the Applicants’ business and property, 

including the potential sale of various real property of the Applicants;  

(e) Provided weekly reporting to the Agent and DIP Lender of the Applicants’ receipts 

and disbursements as well as reporting on material variances;  

(f) With its counsel, reviewed and considered the contractual arrangements between 

the Applicants and their North American consignors;  

(g) Attended at the Applicants’ offices to provide guidance to the staff with respect to 

these CCAA Proceedings;  

(h) Approved payment of the DIP Fee, as further described below; and 

(i) Prepared this Second Report. 

Pelts held by the Applicant – Purchased Goods 

10. The Applicants have custody of goods that have been purchased and fully paid for by 

customers but have not been shipped since the date of the auction at which they were 

purchased.  Since the date of the Initial Order, a number of parties have contacted the 

Applicants and the Monitor to arrange for the return of their purchased product. 

11. The Monitor consulted with the Applicants to ensure that pelts previously purchased and 

fully paid for by customers were available for release to such customers.  The analysis 

undertaken by the Monitor included whether or not it would be appropriate to allow the 
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customers to set off certain credits previously granted to them in partial satisfaction of 

amounts owing for their pelts, if any.  Customers routinely earn credits for a variety of 

reasons, including credits earned through partial payments made to the Applicants and 

other contractual entitlements (such as volume buying or early payment discounts).  

12. Upon being satisfied that a customer’s goods have been fully paid for, the Monitor has 

authorized the release of the purchased goods. 

Pelts held by the Applicants – Consigned Goods 

13. In addition to purchased goods, the Applicants have custody of pelts delivered by third 

parties for sale by NAFA (approximately 1,000,000 pelts valued at approximately $25 

million as detailed in the Lawson Affidavit).  Both farmed pelts and wild pelts are delivered 

to NAFA for sale at its auctions.  The pelts currently held by the Applicants include pelts 

delivered for sale at previous auctions that remain unsold and pelts that have been delivered 

for sale at future auctions.  These pelts are delivered to the Applicants pursuant to various 

consignment agreements.   

14. The Applicants seek an Order allowing them to release the Consigned Goods (as defined 

below, with the exception of “intersorted” goods as described in the Lawson Affidavit) 

described above to consignors requesting that their goods be returned, subject to such 

consignors paying all amounts due to NAFA and the approval of the Monitor.   

15. The Monitor and its counsel have analyzed the standard form consignment agreements 

(attached as Exhibit “B” to the Lawson Affidavit, the “Consignment Agreements”) for 

consigned goods delivered by farmers of ranched mink and fox raised in both Canada and 
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the United States to various sites in Toronto and Stoughton, Wisconsin (the “Consigned 

Goods”).  

16. In the Monitor’s view, the Consignment Agreements are true consignment agreements and 

the goods delivered thereunder are consigned goods.  As a result, the Monitor is of the view 

that the return of such product would be consistent with the nature of the relationship 

between the Applicants and the consignors delivering the Consigned Goods pursuant to the 

Consignment Agreements, subject to the carve out for intersorted goods that is proposed 

by the Applicants.  

17. The consignors that delivered the Consigned Goods may have obligations owing to an 

Applicant on account of kit loans, pelt advances or otherwise. Under the Consignment 

Agreements reviewed by the Monitor and its counsel, the consignor grants a security 

interest in favour of the relevant Applicant to secure payment of all of the consignor’s 

obligations to the relevant Applicant.   

18. As a result, the Monitor will confirm that all amounts owing by a consignor to the 

Applicants have been fully paid, prior to authorizing the release of any Consigned Goods 

to that consignor.   

19. The Agent for the Syndicate, who has been advised of this matter by the Applicants and 

the Monitor, has requested language in the proposed draft Order to address certain of their 

concerns relating to the payment of amounts owing to the Applicants prior to the release of 

the Consigned Goods and the Applicants are considering the Agent’s concerns.   

20. Although the Agent and Applicants continue to finalize the language in the proposed draft 

Order, the Monitor supports the Applicants’ requested relief to return the Consigned Goods 
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(that are not intersorted), subject to the authorization of the Monitor and confirmation that 

all amounts owing from the consignor have been paid in full.  

ACTUAL RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS SINCE THE INITIAL ORDER 

21. Attached to this Second Report as Appendix “C” is a schedule of the Applicants’ receipts 

and disbursements during the Reporting Period (i.e., November 4, 2019 to November 15, 

2019).   

22. The First Report contained, as Confidential Appendix “1”, a 21-week cash flow forecast 

through until March 27, 2020 (the “Cash Flow Forecast”).  

23. The following table summarizes the Applicants’ receipts and disbursements during the 

Reporting Period (USD thousands) with the full details of such disbursements set out in 

Appendix “C”: 
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24. The following paragraphs set out the actual receipts and disbursements of the Applicants 

during the Reporting Period.  Significant variances between such receipts and 

disbursements and amounts set out in the Cash Flow Forecast are set out below: 

(a) Since the date of the Initial Order, buyer receipts have totaled approximately 

$221,000, which is less than the forecast amount of $538,000.  Given the delay in 

shipments of customer goods, buyer receipts were less than forecast.  Shipments 

have now resumed and the Applicants expect this timing difference to reverse in 

the coming weeks as customers settle their accounts in full and take delivery of 

their goods; 

North American Fur Auctions Inc. Actual

Weekly Cash Flow 

(USD)

Receipts

Buyer receipts 221,404$                 537,537$                 (316,134)$               

SAGA LOI 3,433,719 9,144,083                 (5,710,364)              

Other 42,497 -                             42,497                   

Total inflow 3,697,619$            9,681,620$            (5,984,001)$          

Disbursements

Kit loans - North America 926,844                   1,102,168                 175,324                  

Kit loans - Europe 599,421                   2,051,333                 1,451,912               

Occupancy costs and Long term financing 115,401                   310,915                   195,514                  

Employee costs 326,949                   834,317                   507,368                  

Collection, grading, warehousing costs 19,453                     192,260                   172,807                  

Professional fees 179,229                   1,101,735                 922,506                  

Insurance 788,907                   826,319                   37,412                   

Other administrative and operating costs 84,122                     348,917                   264,795                  

Bank interest and refinancing costs 413,961                   493,772                   79,811                   

Total outflow 3,454,287$            7,261,737$            3,807,450$           

Net cash flow 243,332$               2,419,883$            (2,176,550)$          

Opening bank cash balance - Tranche B 304,131$                 304,131$                 -$                      

Cash receipts 3,697,619                 9,681,620                 (5,984,001)              

Disbursements (3,454,287)               (7,261,737)               3,807,450               

Transaction in operating account 84,524                     -                             84,524                   

Transaction in foreign accounts 44,954                     -                             44,954                   

Funds drawdown - DIP 1,650,000                 1,650,000                 -                            

Closing bank cash balance - Tranche B 2,326,941$            4,752,950$            (2,426,008)$          

Forecast Variance
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(b) As the Saga Arrangement is implemented, the Applicants have received several 

payments from Saga in respect of kit loan repayments totaling approximately $3.4 

million.  Forecast receipts were assumed to be approximately $9.1 million, with the 

difference largely attributable to delay in the receipt of monies relating to the VAG 

Settlement (as defined below). On November 26, 2019 the Applicants received the 

funds relating to the VAG Settlement. Accordingly, the majority of the negative 

timing variance has reversed subsequent to the Reporting Period; 

(c) The Applicants forecast North American kit loan payments of approximately $1.1 

million with actual disbursements totaling approximately $927,000.  Ranchers 

required less funding for their farms and/or kits than originally forecast, resulting 

in this variance of approximately $175,000.  North American kit loans continue to 

be made in the normal course; 

(d) European kit loans have totaled approximately $599,000 compared to a forecast 

amount of $2.1 million in the Cash Flow Forecast.  The primary reason for this 

variance is that two significant farms have not requested funding in the amount 

contemplated by the Cash Flow Forecast.  The Applicants advised the Monitor that 

these farms have had sufficient liquidity to operate without further advances from 

the Applicants. One farm requested additional kit loan funds in the week ended 

November 22, 2019, partially reversing this positive timing difference; 

(e) Actual occupancy and long term financing costs during the Reporting Period totaled 

approximately $115,000 compared to a forecast disbursement of approximately 

$311,000.  This difference is expected to be permanent, as actual funding needs 

were less than assumed in the Cash Flow Forecast; 
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(f) Disbursements related to employee costs totaled approximately $327,000 

compared to an amount of $834,000 in the Cash Flow Forecast.  There are a number 

of reasons for this difference including: 

(i) Lower than forecast Canadian payroll costs resulting in a permanent 

difference of approximately $213,000; 

(ii) A delay in the payment of vacation pay in Canada resulting in a timing 

difference of approximately $47,000; 

(iii) Lower than forecast payment of European payroll, which is expected to be 

paid in future periods.  This resulted in a timing difference of approximately 

$135,000; and 

(iv) A lower than forecast payment to NAFA’s European agent resulting in a 

permanent difference of approximately $20,000; 

(g) Collection, grading and warehousing costs were estimated to be approximately 

$192,000 in the Cash Flow Forecast.  Actual disbursements for this line item are 

approximately $19,000.  Given the lower levels of activity in receiving pelts in the 

United States, grading costs have been less than forecast.  This activity is expected 

to increase in the next several weeks, resulting in the reversal of this timing 

difference; 

(h) Professional fee payments during the Reporting Period totaled approximately 

$179,000 compared to a forecast amount of $1.1 million.  This is largely due to a 

delay in the various professional service firms rendering their accounts.  This 

difference is expected to reverse as invoices are issued;   
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(i) Insurance payments have totaled approximately $789,000 compared to a forecast 

total of $826,000.  A portion of the insurance premiums were paid immediately 

prior to the Reporting Period.  As such, this variance is expected to be permanent; 

(j) Other administrative and operating costs were forecast to be approximately 

$349,000 with total disbursements being $84,000, leading to a positive variance of 

approximately $265,000.  The Applicants were able to manage their disbursements 

related to critical suppliers in the weeks immediately following filing.  As such, this 

variance is expected to be permanent; 

(k) Bank interest and refinancing costs were approximately $80,000 lower than 

forecast, principally as a result of a delay in payment of the DIP Fee related to the 

DIP Financing.  The DIP Fee was paid on November 18, 2019; and 

(l) Draws on the DIP Financing were $1.65 million, which is in accordance with the 

Cash Flow Forecast. 
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REVISED FORECAST 

25. Attached as Appendix “D” to this Second Report is the Revised Forecast for the 13-week 

period ending February 14, 2020.  It is summarized below: 

 

26. Although the notes to the Revised Forecast set out detailed assumptions related thereto, the 

Monitor wishes to highlight the following: 

North American Fur Auctions Inc.

13-Week Cash Flow Forecast

For the period November 22, 2019 to February 14, 2020

(USD)

Week

Week Ending

Receipts

Buyer Receipts 3,381,372    

HST Refund 50,000         

Other 45,000         

SAGA LOI receipts 30,407,360  

SAGA reimbursement for operating expenditures 1,072,567    

Disposal of PP&E 4,603,893    

Total Receipts 39,560,193  

Disbursements

Kit loans - North America 1,314,579    

Kit loans - Europe 3,429,966    

Pelt advances - North America 504,098       

Pelt advances - Europe 1,310,022    

Occupancy costs 627,699       

Employee costs 1,640,782    

Collection, grading, warehousing costs 269,354       

Professional fees 3,268,588    

Insurance 107,433       

GST / HST payments 75,000         

Other administrative and operating costs 564,277       

Total Disbursements 13,111,797  

Net Cash Flow 26,448,396  

Opening bank cash balance 2,326,941    

Receipts 39,560,193  

Disbursements 13,111,797  

Repayment of DIP Loan 1,650,000    

Repayment of Tranche B 8,000,000    

Repayment of Tranche A 17,227,824  

Bank interest and refinancing costs 897,514       

Closing bank cash balance 1,000,000    

Total
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(a) Additional collections of buyer receivables will continue after the period 

contemplated by the Revised Forecast, as not all such receivables are assumed to 

be collected; 

(b) Cash flows related to the Saga Arrangement continue in the normal course.  Total 

receipts from the Saga Arrangement are forecast to be approximately $31.5 million, 

which also include the receipt of certain expense reimbursements;  

(c) The Carlingview Transaction is assumed to close in January 2020.  It is assumed 

that the Applicants repay the secured indebtedness on this facility in accordance 

with legal priority, with any surplus proceeds, depending on the timing of closing, 

to be used to repay any outstanding DIP Financing or to reduce the Syndicate Debt, 

as described below; 

(d) Kit loan disbursements in both North America and Europe cease by the end by 

December 20, 2019 given the harvest of the pelts in both jurisdictions; 

(e) Disbursements related to pelt advances have been included in the approximate 

amount of $1.8 million.  Such disbursements represent amounts paid to farmers 

who pelt their own kits. The Applicants recover these funds from the proceeds of 

auctioned pelts; 

(f) Occupancy costs continue in the normal course until such time as the relevant real 

property is sold; 

(g) Employee costs are reduced as the level of staff is decreased in response to lower 

levels of activity; 
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(h) Pre-filing professional fees related to the Syndicate’s advisors will be paid after the 

DIP Financing is repaid in full (which repayment is forecast to occur in the week 

ended December 27, 2019); and 

(i) The Syndicate and BDC continue to receive their monthly debt service payments 

in accordance with the terms of the Initial Order; 

(j) In addition to the full repayment of the DIP Financing, the Revised Forecast 

assumes that the Syndicate Debt is reduced by approximately $25.2 ($8 million of 

which is in respect of Tranche A debt and approximately $17.2 million in respect 

of Tranche B debt). 

European Funding 

27. As detailed in the Lawson Affidavit, the Applicants provide financing to a number of farms 

in Europe including in Latvia, Lithuania and Poland, among others. 

28. Given the market dynamics affecting the mink industry over the last several years, a 

number of farms have faced financial difficulties and have required significant funding 

from NAFA.  There are currently several farms within the Applicants’ network that have 

to date (i.e., through the 2019 growing season) received funds in excess of normal course 

kit loans to support their operations (any such funding since the start of these CCAA 

Proceedings has been made in accordance with the Cash Flow Forecast). 

29. Given the transition of the Applicants’ kit loans to Saga, many farms have signed 

agreements to participate in the Saga Arrangement and receive ongoing funding from Saga 

in order to finance their operations.  However, not all farms have done so, due to either 

their own choice or Saga not wishing to receive consigned pelts from the relevant farmer. 
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30. As a result of this “stranding” of certain farms, a number of mink ranchers currently require 

ongoing funding to support their farms in order to fully repay all indebtedness owing by 

such farmers to the Applicants.  The Applicants’ cash flow forecasts have not included 

such disbursements as outflows and continuing to support these farmers would be outside 

the scope of previously forecast disbursements. 

31. The situations at these farms are fluid, and the Applicants continue to work with the 

relevant farmers to find a solution to address such farmers’ liquidity needs and to preserve 

the value of loans due to NAFA (i.e., both the current kit loans, rollover loans and/or 

operating loans).  In certain cases, recovery of these loans will not occur until 2021 and 

such recovery is uncertain as it is tied to the future price of mink since these farms’ mink 

are sold at future auctions.  The Agent has raised concerns relating to NAFA making 

additional disbursements of this nature to fund future kits when such funding may not result 

in NAFA recovering the value of the loans owed and may delay the timing of the repayment 

of the Syndicate Debt.  The Applicants are mindful of the concerns of the Syndicate and 

are considering this matter. 

32. The Monitor will provide a further update to this Court on this situation as it develops.  In 

addition, the Monitor will continue to keep the Syndicate and the DIP Lender apprised of 

this situation.  

RETENTION OF COUNSEL FOR THE DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS 

33. At the time of the Initial Order, the Monitor reported that the Directors had not yet engaged 

independent counsel.  Since then, the Directors have engaged Bennett Jones LLP (“Bennett 

Jones”) as independent counsel in these CCAA Proceedings.  
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34. The fees and disbursements of Bennet Jones are secured by the Administration Charge to 

a maximum of CAD$100,000.   

APPLICANTS’ REAL PROPERTY  

35. As set out in the affidavit of Doug Lawson affirmed on October 30, 2019, the Applicants 

own a number of real properties in North America and Europe. These properties are 

described below.  

Skyway Property 

36. This building is municipally located at 65 Skyway Avenue in Toronto (the “Skyway 

Property”) and is the Applicants’ head office.  NAFA Properties owns the building but not 

the land on which it is situate, which is owned by an investment trust and the City of 

Toronto and leased to NAFA Properties (the “Ground Leases”).  Monthly lease payments 

for the Ground Leases are made to the investment trust and certain other payments are 

made to the City of Toronto.  BDC provided a term loan to finance the Applicants’ 

acquisition of the Skyway Property. 

Carlingview Property 

37. The Carlingview Property is owned by NAFA Properties, and it is NAFA’s principal 

distribution site in Canada.  Farm Credit Canada (“FCC”) has a charge registered against 

the Carlingview Property in the principal amount of CAD$7.0 million. The Agent also has 

a charge registered against the Carlingview Property in the principal amount of CAD$100.0 

million.  Payments to FCC are not being made during the CCAA Proceedings. 
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Wisconsin Properties  

38. NAFA and NAFA Properties jointly own the properties municipally known as 205 

Industrial Circle and 1600 Williams Drive in Stoughton, Wisconsin (the “Wisconsin 

Properties”). The Wisconsin Properties are the Applicants’ primary operating facilities in 

the United States and are used for both office purposes and the grading of pelts. 

Polish Property 

39. The Applicants own a building located in Goleniow, Poland (the “Polish Property”). This 

building is the Applicants’ principal location for the receipt of European pelts and is owned 

by NAFA Polska Sp. ZOo.  The Monitor understands that Export Development Canada has 

a charge registered against the Polish Property. 

LISTING OF REAL PROPERTY 

40. As part of its restructuring plan, and in accordance with the Cash Flow Forecast and the 

Revised Forecast, the Applicants have taken steps, both prior to and subsequent to the 

commencement of these CCAA Proceedings, to list their various real estate holdings for 

sale.  A summary of the status of each listing is set out below. 

Skyway Property 

41. At the commencement of the CCAA Proceedings, BDC brought an application to appoint 

a receiver over the Ground Leases.  After discussions among the Applicants, the Monitor, 

BDC and their respective advisors, the Applicants and BDC have developed a protocol 

whereby NAFA Properties agreed to list the Skyway Property for sale pursuant to a listing 

agreement that will be in form and substance acceptable to NAFA Properties and BDC in 
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consultation with the Agent.  NAFA Properties has also agreed to provide reporting of 

certain financial and other information to BDC on a regular basis.  

42.  A real estate agent has not been engaged yet, however NAFA has sought listing proposals 

from three realtors to list the property for sale.   

43. The Applicants seek the Ground Leases Order to memorialize their arrangements with 

BDC and the Agent with respect to the Ground Leases.  The Monitor was involved in the 

discussions between the Applicants, BDC and the Agent in respect of the terms of the 

Ground Leases Order and supports the Applicants’ request for the Ground Leases Order.  

Carlingview Property 

44. The Carlingview Property was listed for sale prior to the commencement of the CCAA 

Proceedings.  The Monitor understands that the Applicant’s marketing process included: 

(a) Listing the Carlingview Property on April 11, 2019 with CBRE, a global real estate 

advisory and brokerage firm. The Monitor understands that CBRE commenced 

work to market the property prior to April 11, 2019; 

(b) The Carlingview Property was exposed to the market generally; 

(c) Eight potential purchasers toured the Carlingview Property;  

(d) Three offers were received initially for similar consideration; 

(e) After initial due diligence, environmental issues were identified and the bidders 

revised their bids materially; and 

(f) The successful bidder’s offer contained the lowest price reduction.  This purchaser 

is working diligently to close as soon as possible, notwithstanding the 
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environmental impacts.  Since late September, NAFA has received two unsolicited 

indications of interest/offers, however, they were for considerably lower purchase 

price than the current transaction and were not pursued. 

45. The Carlingview Property is subject to an agreement of purchase and sale as detailed in the 

Lawson Affidavit.  The Applicants are currently seeking the Approval and Vesting Order 

in respect of the Carlingview Transaction to permit this transaction to close once the 

conditions are waived. 

46. The Revised Forecast contemplates that the closing of the Carlingview Transaction in the 

week ended January 17, 2020.  The only significant issue remaining in respect of this sale 

is for the Purchaser to obtain financing.  The Monitor understands from the Purchaser that 

it will be using certain other assets belonging to it to secure the financing necessary to 

acquire the Carlingview Property and that discussions are well advanced in this regard.   

47. The Monitor also notes the following with respect to the sale of the Carlingview Property: 

(a) There are certain conditions to the proposed transaction.  These include the 

Purchaser obtaining financing, the Purchaser and NAFA Properties entering into a 

sublease and the Purchaser satisfying itself in respect of title (including any 

easements that may be attached) to the Carlingview Property;  

(b) The sale of the Carlingview Property is scheduled to close 30 days after the waiver 

of conditions in subparagraph (a) above; 

(c) The sale is on an “as is, where is” basis; 

(d) The consent of the Agent is required; and 
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(e) The balance of any remaining sale proceeds after paying the closing costs relating 

to the Carlingview Transaction and the amount owing to FCC that is secured by the 

charge registered in favour of FCC against the Carlingview Property (the 

“Carlingview Surplus Proceeds”) will be used to repay the DIP Financing, if the 

Carlingview Surplus Proceeds are received prior to the DIP Financing being repaid, 

and thereafter will be paid to the Agent in reduction of the Syndicate’s debt.  The 

Monitor’s counsel will review and confirm the validity of the FCC security prior to 

the closing the Carlingview Transaction. 

48. The anticipated proceeds from the Carlingview Transaction are required by the Applicants 

and are projected to be received in the Revised Forecast.  The Syndicate and the DIP Lender 

support the Applicants concluding the Carlingview Transaction.   

49. Based on the foregoing, the Monitor supports the Applicants’ request for the Approval and 

Vesting Order.   

Wisconsin Properties 

50. The Wisconsin Properties consist of two separate lots.  One is an office property and the 

other is a grading and warehousing facility.  They are in close proximity to one another in 

Stoughton, Wisconsin.  The Applicants intend to lease the Wisconsin Properties to Saga on 

a short-term basis through the spring of 2020 (likely through to May 31 or June 30, 2020 

but discussions relating to the lease terms are still ongoing).   

51. This will allow Saga to receive the relevant pelts as contemplated by the Saga Arrangement.  

Once this is complete and the pelts are auctioned, the building will be sold.  The Monitor 

understands that lease negotiations have begun with Saga.   
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52. In addition to the lease negotiations with Saga, in accordance with the Amended and 

Restated Initial Order, the Applicants have commenced the sale process by contacting local 

real estate brokers to begin the listing process though an agent has not been engaged as at 

the date of this Second Report.   

53. It is expected that any sale transaction would either close after Saga no longer requires the 

Wisconsin Properties or would include the assumption of the short term lease with Saga by 

the purchaser.  A sale of the Wisconsin Properties will require Court approval but it is not 

currently contemplated that a recognition order will be sought in the United States.  This 

will be considered further by the Applicants and the Monitor when a sale transaction 

materializes. 

Polish Property 

54. As set out above, the Polish Property is primarily operational as it collects and stores the 

Applicants’ European consigned pelts.   

55. The Monitor has been advised by Management that, in accordance with the Amended and 

Restated Initial Order, a Polish real estate broker has been engaged to list the Polish 

Property for sale.  A sale of the Polish Property will require Court approval but it is not 

expected that a sale will occur until 2020.  No recognition order is intended to be sought in 

Poland in respect of the sale of the Polish Property. 

THE SAGA ARRANGEMENT 

Status of the Saga Arrangement 

56. Since the commencement of these CCAA Proceedings, Management has worked closely 

with Saga to implement the Saga Arrangement.  Such activity has included the following: 
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(a) Visiting mink farms in Europe to obtain the support of the European farmers to 

transition their business to Saga; 

(b) Undertaking security registrations in favour of Saga for those mink herds that have 

transitioned their business to Saga; 

(c) Saga paying the Applicants kit loan repayments for the first tranche of farmers that 

have been approached by Saga.  As at the end of the Reporting Period, the 

Applicants have received approximately $3.4 million from Saga in respect of such 

kit loan repayments. However, additional funds have been received on account of 

the VAG Settlement; 

(d) Engaging in discussions with North American farmers to transition their business 

to Saga; 

(e) Meeting with Saga at the Wisconsin Properties to determine if Saga wished to lease 

them on a short term basis; 

(f) Engaging in discussions regarding the licensing of the Applicants’ intellectual 

property, in particular the “Blackglama” brand and trademark (described in the 

Lawson Affidavit and summarized below); and 

(g) Engaging in discussions with the Monitor to further understand the Saga 

Arrangement and the cash flow implications related thereto. 

57. As part of the Saga Arrangement, Saga initially approached farms in Europe (excepting a 

large group of related farms, the “VAG Farms”).  The Monitor has been advised that, of 

the farms initially approached, all but three have agreed to transition their business to Saga.  
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The Applicants and Saga continue discussions with the remaining uncommitted farms in 

order to transition their business to Saga in accordance with the Saga Arrangement. 

58. The VAG Farms are part of VAG.  VAG has made its own arrangements with Saga and 

reached a settlement (the “VAG Settlement”) with the Applicants in respect of their 

indebtedness.  The funds related to the VAG Settlement were received by the Applicants 

on November 26, 2019.  Both the Syndicate and the DIP Lender consented to the VAG 

Settlement. 

59. In the event there are farms that decide not to sign up with Saga that were otherwise to be 

part of the Saga Arrangement, the Applicants are seeking the right to sell, convey, transfer, 

assign or dispose of those Kit Loans and Pelts for consideration that is equal to or greater 

than that which would otherwise be receiving under the Saga Arrangement, with the 

approval of the Monitor, the Agent and the DIP Lender. The Monitor supports this relief.  

Blackglama  

60. NAFA is the owner of the Blackglama brand (the “Marks”) used in association with mink 

pelts, perfume, as well as false eyelashes and clothing items made from mink fur (the 

“Goods”).  The Monitor understands that the Blackglama brand is an important brand 

worldwide in the fur industry and that it provides an important competitive advantage for 

North American fur producers in the worldwide fur market.   

61. NAFA holds the exclusive worldwide rights to the Marks and controls the certification 

process.  In order to be certified as a Blackglama mink, the mink has to be a high grade of 

black North American mink. Blackglama furs are tracked with specific serial numbered 

labels which then appear in the garments made from these rare furs. 
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62. In respect of the Blackglama brand, the Applicants have advised the Court in the Lawson 

Affidavit that they are negotiating a short-term license agreement with Saga for the use of 

the Blackglama trademark.  The Lawson Affidavit contains particulars of the proposed 

license agreement, which is still being negotiated between NAFA and Saga.  

63. In summary, the Applicants intend to grant Saga a short-term license agreement until such 

time as Marks can be appropriately marketed for sale in order to achieve the highest value 

for the asset.   

64. Given the benefits of having the Blackglama brand in the market for an additional year, 

and the proposed conditions and requirements set out in the draft license agreement, as 

described in the Lawson Affidavit, the Monitor is supportive of the Applicants temporarily 

licensing the trademark to Saga, subject to the Monitor reviewing the terms of the proposed 

license agreement once they are finalized and consulting with the DIP Lender and the 

Agent. 

Cash Flows Related to the Saga Arrangement 

65. The Saga Arrangement is comprised of two separate streams of cash flows: kit loan 

reimbursement and the receipt of pelt advances once the pelts are delivered to Saga for 

auction.   

66. As at the date of this Second Report, other than the funds related to the VAG Settlement, 

the Applicants have received funds related to kit loans only.  Such funds total 

approximately $3.4 million. 

67. The Applicants expect to begin receiving pelt advances in the coming weeks, as the pelting 

season has commenced and pelts will be delivered to Saga in the near term. 
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68. The Monitor will continue to monitor receipts received under the Saga arrangement and 

will provide an update to this Court regarding the status of the Saga Arrangement in its 

next report. 

PROFESSIONAL FEES PAID 

69. During the Reporting Period the Applicants disbursed funds totaling approximately 

$179,000.   

70. As set out above, fees for post-filing services are being paid in the normal course.  Pre-

filing arrears related to the Syndicate’s advisors will be paid after the DIP Financing is 

repaid and disbursements for kit loans for the current season are complete. 

71. The Monitor has engaged in discussions with KPMG in respect of the timing of its success 

fee related to the Saga Arrangement.  KPMG has agreed to defer the payment of its success 

fee related to the VAG Settlement until such time as the proceeds therefrom have been 

received.  The KPMG success fee is currently forecast to be paid in May, 2020, outside of 

the Revised Forecast period, subject to receiving Court-approval of such payment. 

EXTENSION OF THE STAY PERIOD 

72. The Applicants are currently seeking an extension of the Stay Period to January 31, 2020.  

This will allow the Applicants the time they need to, among other things: 

(a) Continue to implement the Saga Arrangement; 

(b) Close the sale of the Carlingview Property (should it be approved) and list their 

other owned real properties for sale; 

(c) Address the pelts that are currently on site at the Applicants’ various facilities; and  
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(d) Continue to develop and implement its restructuring plan. 

73. The Monitor is of the view that the Applicants have been acting in good faith and with due 

diligence.  

74. The Monitor is of the view that the proposed extension of the Stay Period to January 31, 

2020 is appropriate in the circumstances and the Monitor is supportive of the relief being 

sought. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

75. For the reasons set out in this Second Report, the Monitor recommends that the Court grant: 

(a) The Approval and Vesting Order including the provision relating to payment of the 

Carlingview Surplus Proceeds as set out herein;  

(b) The Ground Leases Order;  

(c) An Order allowing the Consigned Goods to be returned to the relevant consignor 

provided all amounts owing to the Applicants are paid in full before the goods are 

returned and the Monitor consents; 

(d) An Order granting the Applicants the right to sell, convey, transfer, assign or 

dispose of those Kit Loans and Pelts for consideration that is equal to or greater 

than that which would otherwise be receiving under the Saga Arrangement, with 

the approval of the Monitor, the Agent and the DIP Lender;  

(e) An Order authorizing the Applicants to enter into settlements of outstanding loan 

balances from farmers to a maximum of $1.0 million with the approval of the 

Monitor;  
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(f) An Order extending the Stay Period to January 31, 2020; and 

(g) An Order approving the Pre-filing Report and the First Report and the conduct and 

activities of the Monitor described therein. 

All of which is respectfully submitted this 27th day of November, 2019. 

Deloitte Restructuring Inc. 
Solely in its capacity as Court-appointed 
Monitor of North American Fur Auctions Inc. et al 
 
Per: 
 

        
 
Philip J. Reynolds, LIT    Jorden Sleeth, LIT 
Senior Vice President     Senior Vice President 
 

  

ashkeene
Stamp
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Appendix “A” 

Glossary of terms 

 

Glossary 

Term Definition 

Administration Charge 
The charge in the maximum amount of 

USD$750,000 granted pursuant to the Initial Order 

securing the fees and disbursements of the 

Applicants' counsel, the Monitor and its counsel, the 

advisors of the Syndicate, the Financial Advisor and 

counsel for the Directors (to a maximum of 

$100,000) 

Agent 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce in its capacity 

as Agent for the Syndicate 

Amended and Restated Initial 

Order 
The Amended and Restated Initial Order of the Court 

dated November 8, 2019 

Applicants 
Collectively, North American Fur Producers Inc., 

NAFA Properties Inc., 3306319 Nova Scotia 

Limited, North American Fur Auctions Inc., NAFA 

Properties (US) Inc., NAFA Properties Stoughton 

LLC, North American Fur Auctions (US) Inc., 

NAFPRO LLC (Wisconsin LLC), NAFA Europe 

Co-Operatief Ua, NAFA Europe B.V., Daikoku Sp.Z 

Oo and NAFA Polska Sp. Z Oo 

BDC 
Business Development Bank of Canada 

CCAA 
Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C., 

1985, c. C-36 

CCAA Proceedings 
The CCAA proceedings commenced pursuant to the 

Initial Order bearing Court file no. CV-19-

00630241-00CL 

CIBC  
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 

Court 
Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) 

Deloitte 
Deloitte Restructuring Inc.  

DIP Charge 
The charge granted by the Court pursuant to the 

Initial Order against the Applicants' Property as 

security for the DIP Financing 
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DIP Fee 
A fee in the amount of 2% earned by the DIP Lender 

for providing the DIP Financing  

DIP Financing 
The interim financing in the maximum principal 

amount of $5.0 million provided by the DIP Lender 

approved by the Court pursuant to the Initial Order  

DIP Lender 
Waygar Capital Inc. 

DIP Term Sheet 
The DIP Term Sheet dated October 31, 2019 

between NAFA and the DIP Lender in respect of the 

DIP Financing approved by the Court pursuant to the 

Initial Order  

Financial Advisor 
KPMG  

First Report 
First report of the Monitor dated November 7, 2019 

Initial Order 
The Order of Justice McEwen of the dated October 

31, 2019, as amended by the Amended and Restated 

Initial Order 

KPMG 
Collectively, KPMG Inc. and KPMG Corporate 

Finance Inc. 

Lawson Affidavit 
The Affidavit of Douglas Lawson served  unsworn as 

part of the Applicants’ motion materials on 

November 25, 2019 

Monitor 
Deloitte in its capacity as Court-appointed Monitor 

of the Applicants  

NAFA 
North American Fur Producers Inc. 

NAFA Properties 
NAFA Properties Inc. 

Pre-filing Report 
The pre-filing report of the proposed Monitor, dated 

October 31, 2019 

Property 
Has the meaning ascribed to that term in the 

Amended and Restated Initial Order.  

Stay Period 
The stay of proceedings granted pursuant to the 

Initial Order, as may be extended from time to time 

Syndicate 
A group of financial institutions that, together, have 

provided senior secured financing to the Applicants 
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as represented by the Canadian Imperial Bank of 

Commerce as Agent 

Syndicate Debt 
The indebtedness owing by the Applicants to the 

Syndicate  

VAG 
Van Ansem Group (being a collection of farms under 

one corporate umbrella) 
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Appendix “B” 

Amended and Restated Initial Order 
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Appendix “C” 

Actual receipts and disbursements 

  



North American Fur Auctions Inc. Actual
Weekly Cash Flow 

(USD) 08-Nov-19 15-Nov-19 Total 08-Nov-19 15-Nov-19 Total 08-Nov-19 15-Nov-19 Total

Receipts
Buyer receipts 121,469$                   99,935$                     221,404$                   268,769$                   268,769$                   537,537$                   (147,300)$               (168,834)$        (316,134)$                
SAGA LOI 2,568,734                   864,985                      3,433,719 2,568,733                   6,575,350                   9,144,083                   1                             (5,710,365)       (5,710,364)               
Other 35,033                        7,464                          42,497 -                                 -                                 -                                 35,033                    7,464                42,497                      

Total inflow 2,725,236$               972,383$                   3,697,619$               2,837,502$               6,844,118$               9,681,620$               (112,266)$              (5,871,735)$    (5,984,001)$            

Disbursements
Kit loans - North America 489,024                      437,820                      926,844                      634,348                      467,820                      1,102,168                   145,324                  30,000              175,324                    
Kit loans - Europe 455,387                      144,034                      599,421                      1,278,429                   772,905                      2,051,333                   823,042                  628,871            1,451,912                 
Occupancy costs and Long term financing 112,133                      3,268                          115,401                      294,915                      16,000                        310,915                      182,782                  12,732              195,514                    
Employee costs 132,825                      194,124                      326,949                      476,083                      358,235                      834,317                      343,258                  164,111            507,368                    
Collection, grading, warehousing costs -                                 19,453                        19,453                        156,510                      35,750                        192,260                      156,510                  16,297              172,807                    
Professional fees 37,979                        141,250                      179,229                      604,692                      497,043                      1,101,735                   566,713                  355,793            922,506                    
Insurance 760,605                      28,302                        788,907                      826,319                      -                                 826,319                      65,714                    (28,302)            37,412                      
Other administrative and operating costs 9,358                          74,764                        84,122                        297,077                      51,840                        348,917                      287,719                  (22,924)            264,795                    
Bank interest and refinancing costs 413,836                      125                             413,961                      493,772                      -                                 493,772                      79,936                    (125)                 79,811                      

Total outflow 2,411,147$               1,043,140$               3,454,287$               5,062,145$               2,199,592$               7,261,737$               2,650,998$            1,156,452$     3,807,450$              

Net cash flow 314,089$                   (70,757)$                   243,332$                   (2,224,643)$              4,644,526$               2,419,883$               2,538,732$            (4,715,282)$    (2,176,550)$            
Opening bank cash balance - Tranche B 304,131$                   2,280,238$                304,131$                   304,131$                   8,424$                       304,131$                   -$                        2,271,814$      -$                         
Cash receipts 2,725,236                   972,383                      3,697,619                   2,837,502                   6,844,118                   9,681,620                   (112,266)                 (5,871,735)       (5,984,001)               
Disbursements (2,411,147)                 (1,043,140)                 (3,454,287)                 (5,062,145)                 (2,199,592)                 (7,261,737)                 2,650,998               1,156,452         3,807,450                 
Transaction in operating account 12,018                        72,506                        84,524                        -                                 -                                 -                                 12,018                    72,506              84,524                      
Transaction in foreign accounts -                                 44,954                        44,954                        -                                 -                                 -                                 -                              44,954              44,954                      
Funds drawdown - DIP 1,650,000                   -                                 1,650,000                   1,650,000                   -                                 1,650,000                   -                              -                       -                                

Closing bank cash balance - Tranche B 2,280,238$               2,326,941$               2,326,941$               8,424$                       4,752,950$               4,752,950$               2,271,814$            (2,426,008)$    (2,426,008)$            

Forecast Variance
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Appendix “D” 

Revised Forecast 



North American Fur Auctions Inc. 1.0 Disclaimer 

Revised Forecast
Disclaimer and Notice to Reader 
November 27, 2019
The Monitor has not audited or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness of the financial information in a manner that would wholly 
or partially comply with Canadian Auditing Standards pursuant to the Chartered Professional Accountants Canada Handbook and, accordingly, the 
Monitor expresses no opinion or other form of assurance in respect of the financial information.

Some of the information referred to in this workbook consists of financial forecasts and projections.  An examination or review of the financial 
forecasts and projections, as outlined in the Chartered Professional Accountants Canada Handbook, has not been performed.

Future oriented financial information referred to in this workbook was prepared based on Management’s estimates and assumptions.  Readers are 
cautioned that since projections are based upon assumptions about future events and conditional that are not ascertainable, the actual results will 
vary from the projections, even if the assumptions materialize, and the variations could be material. 

The information contained in this report is not intended to be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or investor in any transactions with North 
American Fur Auctions Inc. 

Unless otherwise stated, all monetary amounts contained herein are expressed in U.S. Dollars (“USD”).



North American Fur Auctions Inc. 1.2 Court Summary
13-Week Cash Flow Forecast
For the period November 22, 2019 to February 14, 2020
(USD)
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Week Ending 22-Nov-19 29-Nov-19 6-Dec-19 13-Dec-19 20-Dec-19 27-Dec-19 3-Jan-20 10-Jan-20 17-Jan-20 24-Jan-20 31-Jan-20 7-Feb-20 14-Feb-20
Receipts

Buyer Receipts 268,769        268,769        329,688        329,688        242,718        242,718        242,718        242,718        242,718        242,718        242,718        242,718        242,718        3,381,372     
HST Refund - - - - - 25,000 - - - - 25,000          - - 50,000          
Other - 15,000 - - - 15,000          - - - - 15,000          - - 45,000          
SAGA LOI receipts - 6,119,781 640,596        640,596        2,562,385     790,006        149,410        1,921,789     4,627,900     3,881,520     3,881,520     2,109,141     3,082,716     30,407,360   
SAGA reimbursement for operating expenditures 53,066          - 88,137 - 78,066 20,000          50,000          53,066          25,000          53,066          25,000          98,066          529,098        1,072,567     
Disposal of PP&E - - - - - - - - 4,603,893     - - - - 4,603,893     

Total Receipts 321,835        6,403,550     1,058,422     970,284        2,883,169     1,092,724     442,128        2,217,573     9,499,511     4,177,304     4,189,237     2,449,925     3,854,532     39,560,193   

Disbursements
Kit loans - North America 102,150        458,148        236,266        496,099        21,916          - - - - - - - - 1,314,579     
Kit loans - Europe 332,193        522,821        1,012,250     1,381,214     181,489        - - - - - - - - 3,429,966     
Pelt advances - North America - - - - 176,099        196,250        26,350          26,350          26,350          26,350          26,350          - - 504,098        
Pelt advances - Europe - - - - - - 396,936        - 904,650 - - 8,436            - 1,310,022     
Occupancy costs 8,451            24,439          192,469        40,439          88,170          - 112,500 - - 48,730          - 112,500 - 627,699        
Employee costs 155,084        174,467        79,835          242,278        85,764          6,000            175,136        - 380,467 20,000          128,146        31,384          162,221        1,640,782     
Collection, grading, warehousing costs 31,902          30,800          75,050          10,800          90,800          - - 20,000          - - - - 10,000          269,354        
Professional fees - 662,966 369,949        285,912        400,882        729,796        117,196        71,996          198,266        71,996          131,316        71,996          156,316        3,268,588     
Insurance 4,170            - 34,421 - - - 34,421          - - - - 34,421          - 107,433        
GST / HST payments - 25,000 - - - - 25,000          - - - - 25,000          - 75,000          
Other administrative and operating costs 58,317          101,916 132,871 79,416          63,496          34,420          10,000          10,920          10,000          10,920          32,000          10,000          10,000          564,277        

Total Disbursements 692,267        2,000,558     2,133,111     2,536,159     1,108,616     966,466        897,539        129,266        1,519,733     177,996        317,812        293,737        338,537        13,111,797   
Net Cash Flow (370,432)       4,402,992     (1,074,689)    (1,565,874)    1,774,553     126,258        (455,411)       2,088,307     7,979,778     3,999,307     3,871,425     2,156,188     3,515,995     26,448,396   

Opening bank cash balance 2,326,941     1,856,509     6,259,501     4,862,771     3,296,897     5,071,450     3,547,708     1,000,000     1,000,000     4,864,513     1,000,000     1,000,000     1,000,000     2,326,941     
Receipts 321,835        6,403,550     1,058,422     970,284        2,883,169     1,092,724     442,128        2,217,573     9,499,511     4,177,304     4,189,237     2,449,925     3,854,532     39,560,193   
Disbursements 692,267        2,000,558     2,133,111     2,536,159     1,108,616     966,466        897,539        129,266        1,519,733     177,996        317,812        293,737        338,537        13,111,797   
Repayment of DIP Loan - - - - - 1,650,000 - - - - - - - 1,650,000     
Repayment of Tranche B - - - - - - 1,796,428     2,088,307     4,115,265     - - - - 8,000,000     
Repayment of Tranche A - - - - - - - - - 7,863,820 3,871,425     1,976,583     3,515,995     17,227,824   
Bank interest and refinancing costs 100,000        - 322,041 - - - 295,868        - - - - 179,604        - 897,514        
Closing bank cash balance 1,856,509     6,259,501     4,862,771     3,296,897     5,071,450     3,547,708     1,000,000     1,000,000     4,864,513     1,000,000     1,000,000     1,000,000     1,000,000     1,000,000     

DIP Balance
Opening 1,650,000     1,650,000     1,650,000     1,650,000     1,650,000     1,650,000     - - - - - - - 1,650,000     
Net increase/(decrease) - - - - - (1,650,000) - - - - - - - (1,650,000)    
Ending 1,650,000     1,650,000     1,650,000     1,650,000     1,650,000     - - - - - - - - - 

Tranche B Balance
Opening 8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     6,203,572     4,115,265     - - - - 8,000,000     
Net increase/(decrease) - - - - - - (1,796,428)    (2,088,307)    (4,115,265)    - - - - (8,000,000)    
Ending 8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     8,000,000     6,203,572     4,115,265     - - - - - - 

Tranche A Balance
Opening 26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   18,436,292   14,564,867   12,450,783   26,300,112   
Net increase/(decrease) - - - - - - - - - (7,863,820) (3,871,425)    (2,114,083)    (3,515,995)    (17,365,323)  
Ending 26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   26,300,112   18,436,292   14,564,867   12,450,783   8,934,789     8,934,789     

Refer to the detailed notes attached.

Total



1.5 Key Drivers and AssumptionsNorth American Fur Auctions Inc. 
Revised Forecast
Detailed Notes
November 27, 2019
RECEIPTS

Buyer receipts
Buyer receipts represent gross proceeds from pelt sales at auctions, net of identified credits, and are based on historical run rates and collection patterns adjusted for 
known differences. The Company does not ship pelts to buyers until it has received payment in full and reserves the right to resell the pelts by a certain date if 
payment is not received.  Notwithstanding that buyers typically pay for their orders in full by the Prompt Date, the Company has arrangements with certain customers 
that permit them to defer full payment for their goods to a later date.  Also included in buyer receipts are storage charges for customers who store their purchased 
goods at NAFA until they are ready to take delivery of their goods.

SAGA LOI Receipts
The Company is working with SAGA Furs, pursuant to a letter of intent signed on October 22, 2019 (the “LOI”), to transfer certain rancher’s loan balances over to 
SAGA (“Transferred Ranchers”). Pursuant to the LOI, SAGA would immediately take over funding of any remaining kit loan for this season and provide payment to 
the Company of 100% of the current year kit outstanding loan balance, inclusive of accrued interest (subject to adjustments for slippage or differences in the farmer’s 
loan records as compared to NAFA’s). For the non-Transferred Ranchers, the Company will receive a payment of the lesser of i) 85% of the average of the historical 
pelt sales pricing from the last two years; or ii) the current outstanding kit loan balance upon receipt of the pelts by SAGA. The Company anticipates receiving 
payment for the non-Transferred Rancher pelts over a five-month period from November 2019 to March 2020, consistent with historical harvesting and delivery of 
pelts.  For non-Transferred Ranchers, additional proceeds may accrue to the Company if fur prices achieved at SAGA’s next auction exceed the amount advanced.  
These amounts are not in the Revised Forecast.

GST and HST Refunds 
The forecast receipts represent collections from the CRA with respect to GST and HST. This results because the Company must pay duties to import many of its 
goods from Europe and the United States but is not required to collect HST on sales made to other jurisdictions, typically resulting in a refund. 

Proceeds from sale of Carlingview
The Company has assumed that it will be able to close the sale of its Carlingview property, which is subject to an asset purchase agreement, and it will receive funds, 
net of transaction costs and the outstanding mortgage on the property, in the week ending January 17, 2020.  The financing of the sale is subject to certain ongoing 
environmental analysis on a property owned by the purchaser that is being offered as collateral to secure financing for the Carlingview purchase.  The purchaser has 
cleared several financing hurdles and is working with its lender to close the financing for this transaction as soon as practicable.
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DISBURSEMENTS

Kit Loans 
These disbursements represent loans to be advanced for the upcoming (i.e. 2019/2020) harvest season to European and North American ranchers that consign their 
goods to the Company for sale. The loans have been made pursuant to loan agreements, with security being provided by the rancher (the security is typically limited 
to the animals but can include a charge on the farm property). The funds are used by the ranchers to feed the animals and for farm operations. Disbursements with 
respect to such loans are forecast to be complete by December 13, 2019 after which time the kits will be pelted.  

The Company anticipates that certain ranchers in both Europe and North America will require pelt advances after December 13, 2019 in order to harvest the animals 
and transport them to pelting plants. The Company will receive reimbursement from SAGA for these costs. 

Pelt advances
Disbursements represent payments to farmers to assist with the cost with the pelting process.

Occupancy Costs and Long Term Financing
These projected disbursements represent mortgage, lease, utility, and maintenance payments for five properties in North American and one property in Europe.  In 
accordance with the Initial Order, only mortgage, interest, and lease payments in respect of the Skyway property in Toronto, which is subject to BDC’s security, 
continue during the CCAA.  Principal, interest and lease payments in respect of the other properties are currently stayed.

Employee Costs
These projected disbursements include payroll and benefit costs for all salaried and hourly employees in North America and in Europe. The forecast amounts are 
based on historic run rates as adjusted for actual headcount. North American employees are paid bi-weekly and European employees are paid monthly. Payroll 
disbursements include all employee source deductions, employee and employer portions of withholdings, other payroll-related taxes, health benefits, and vacation 
pay related to terminated employees.  

Also included in this amount is an estimate of severance payable in Poland and Holland as a result of employee terminations in those jurisdictions.  The Company is 
finalizing the calculation of Polish severance or other termination obligations that may be payable.

Collection, Grading, and Warehousing Costs
These projected disbursements include wild fur solicitation and mink collection fees, and other mink-related fees.
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DISBURSEMENTS

Professional Fees
These projected disbursements include payments to the Company’s advisors (KPMG Inc., KPMG Corporate Finance and Blaney McMurty LLP and legal counsel in 
Poland and Holland), the Monitor and its counsel (Deloitte and Miller Thompson LLP, respectively) and the Syndicate’s advisors for ongoing monitoring of the NAFA 
restructuring proceedings.  The Company’s directors and officers have also retained counsel (Bennett Jones LLP), and amounts in respect of such expenses have 
been included in the Revised Cash Flow.

Insurance
These projected disbursements include premium payments for the following policies: (a) General, property, and liability insurance; (b) Fur transit and storage 
insurance; and (c) Live mink insurance.

GST and HST Payments
The projected disbursements represent payments to the CRA with respect to GST and HST. This is because the Company must pay duties to import many of its 
goods from Europe and the United States. 

Other Administration and Operating Costs
The projected disbursements include payments for service related activities, office supplies, and general administrative expenses. Certain operating costs are 
anticipated to be reimbursed by SAGA, which amounts are estimated in the Cash Flow forecast. The reimbursements from SAGA also include pelt advance funding 
disbursed after December 13, 2019 which the Company anticipates receiving reimbursements from SAGA for these costs. 

Bank Interest and Refinancing Costs 
Bank interest is calculated at 8.00%, 13.25% and 12.0% on the outstanding Tranche A facility, Tranche B facility, and DIP facility respectively. The DIP facility 
included a closing fee of 2.0% of the $5.0 million DIP facility available to the Company, which fee was paid on November 18, 2019. 
It is assumed that any payments to the Syndicate will first reduce outstanding professional fees prior to paying down interest and principle due to the Syndicate. This 
is forecast to occur after the DIP Facility is repaid.
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